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. The. tables'.e.ompiled: from thedata··collected. in the Census·. of 1951 have beeu.~published 
in Pt. II of the'Report.;,}>art:J being the Repori;"(N~rrati!e) and subsidiary tables.' Part II 
has again been divided into two volumes. I The. present ·volume. \ B- ; contains Economic Tables i.e~ 
Tables B·I, B .. II and Ball .. , .The remainhig tables have been published in volume .A. 

- . 
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These tables cOITespond to ·Table VIII of 1941, · Table X of 1931 and Table XVII 
of 1921 censuses. · 

Collection of econoptio data bei~ . the'· salie~t featur~ of the present census, detailed 
instructions were issued and explained to the enumerators on the basis· of the instructions laid 
down in Annexure I. · 

It has been observed that there was no difficulty 'in making the enumerator understand 
what was exactly meant by an Employee or an Independent Worker or a Non-working self
supporting person. The cit~ens also under-stood the concept of these technical terms more· 
or less correctly and it can safely be asserted that· the statistics collected with regard thereto,.. 
on the whole, represent t~ true picture. . 

In the case of Employers . it was noticed, though in very few cases, that persons. 
who employed domestic servants, were also, by mistake; treated as Employers. Special atteA.ltion 
was paid during the inspection stage to detect such mistakes and correct them. There may 
still be some which have escaped notice, but these are not likely to have affected the results_ to any 
appreciable extent. 

In a few instances, especially joint families, the householder could not apportion correctly 
the income among the members and this might have ;resulted in the wrong classification or: 
persons who should be classified as self-supporting persons, as earning dependants· and vice versa~ 

Some confusion was also noticed regarding the classification of cultivators holding land 
from Jagirdars. They were treated in most cases, as cultivators of land wholly or mainly 
unowned although they were really owners of land, what they paid to ,the Government was 
revenue. The figures of persons in means of · livelihood cJass I and II are consequently 
vitiated, to some extent. 

Replies to questions relating _to economic status and occupation were m a 
few cases vague, indefinite and meaningless e.g. 'labour', 'assistance to the head of the
family in his occupation', 'assistance in cultivation', . 'empl~ee of Mohan1al'8 firm', 
'driver'~ 'trade', 'service', 'railway eiD;pl~yee', etc. They created difficulties in classif~~g the
same mto the eight "Means of Livelihood~ Classes". These returns were classified by 
referring to the national register of citizens concerned and finding out the occupation 
of the head of the household concerned or his neighbours. Defects of . this nature were
satisfactorillf removed in the initial stages so far as the · classificatiqn into the eight means. 
of liTelihood classes was concerned. · ~ .... · .. 
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. Sorting -operations for the preparation of economic ·tables revealed further defect~ of 
this nature, sucll..as, (a) Sa.me occupation was repeated as principal as well as secondary _occupation; 
(b) name of anlx~QUpation was mentioned in the slip of a non-earning dependant as _.secondary . 
m.eans of liv~lihOOd~~ >(~l,~o, OCCll:P,~tion was en:t~ed in the slip of an earning dependant;. ~d) in the-· 
slip -of an mdepelident<:worker:'- .. the occupatiOn record showed that he should be classified as an 
employee and (e). •' In' a" slip of ~:8elf7supporting person, there . was.-no entry to show whether 
he W&IUI.D _Indepen'd.ent;' Workei~ an Employer or an. Employee .. Efforts were made. to correct. $Uch 
en~s'' by ref~t;,~o entri~&~agaiDst other columns· in tp, same slip, so far as it 'W'.a(!:practic~ble • 
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Vague, in-sufficiently described or indefinite occupations were a source of trouble in the 
tabulation stage, particularly far Economic Table III where the occupations have been classified 
into occupational .. Divisions,. Sub-divisions and Groupt!. Allocation of such vague returns to Divisions, 
Sub-divisions or Groups had· to be done either under the column of Unspecified and insufficiently 
described occu~ations under each class or they were put into such occupational group as was 
regarded as tht> most proper by the Tabulation Officer. 

Inspite of these. effor~s, it is not unlikely that defects might have escaped notice 
or had to be allowed as there was no way out. But their magnitude is not such as to vitiate 
the usefulness of the figures. 

The Tables-The replies recorded in the census slips against census questions 9, 10 
and 11 ha.ve been: used for classifying every enumerated person within the frame work of 
the economic classification explained in detail in the following p~es. The results have been 
€Xhibited in the three tables. · 

(a) _Economic Table I 
(b) Economic Table II 

(c) Economio Table III 

Livelihood classes and sub-classes. 

Secondary means of livelihood. 
Employers, employees and independent workers in industries 
and service 3 by Divisions and Sub-divisions. 


